FRESH FILTERED COFFEE
WMF´s WORLD PREMIERE

THE FINEST FILTERED COFFEE,
FRESHLY BREWED CUP BY CUP.
With WMF´s innovative Fresh Filtered Coffee option, for the first
time you can serve fine coffee specialities and delicious fresh filtered coffee from a single machine! Thanks to our new filter capsule
system, each cup is freshly brewed from aromatic coffee beans and
then smoothly filtered to remove sediment and oils. Because the
system ensures a constant temperature and volume, every cup of
filtered coffee is as wonderfully flavourful and fresh as the last.
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THE FRESH FILTERED COFFEE TECHNOLOGY
The first stage always involves a freshly ground and brewed
café crème or espresso, which makes its way through the
new filter capsule by diffusing through the membrane in the
filter element. This ensures that any unwanted sediment and
oils are removed, and produces a fresh result. The coffee then
flows back to the machine spout and into the cup. Optional
milk systems such as WMF Dynamic Milk make it possible to
add hot or cold milk or milk foam exactly as required. The
machine performs all other processes automatically without
the need for any input from the user. This includes a sophisticated, sensor-controlled monitoring concept that keeps an
eye on various parameters and checks whether the filter system is in the correct position and working properly.

AVAILABLE FOR:

YOUR BENEFITS OF
FRESH FILTERED COFFEE:
• Coffee specialities and fresh filtered coffee
from a single machine
• Always fresh filtered coffee of the highest quality,
thanks to the constant temperature, volume and flavour
• Freshly brewed cup by cup
• Always the best coffee specialities, thanks
to the various WMF milk systems
• Filter capsule for up to 100 cups
• Minimal footprint for maximum variety
• Savings on your investment, energy and maintenance costs
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Learn more about
Fresh Filtered Coffee technology

